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3D gaming is set to move beyond its current limited niche in the upcoming hardcore PC market, with console makers and game developers increasingly eager to deliver engaging interactive content that can be played on a slew of new TVs set to hit shelves later this spring. CES 2010 was in many ways a festival of 3D TV technology, with almost every major TV manufacturer unveiling the latest 3D HD TV models, many of which will
see commercial launches later next month. The runaway success of films such as James Cameron's Avatar and Disney's UP has not only caused much welcome in filming, but will also drive 3D TV sales when it arrives on Blu-ray in late 2010. Sky will launch the world's first 3D television station in April, further promoting consumer adoption. Like the virtual game of Tetris 3D that we dreamed of the other night, the pieces started to fall
into place. But what about 'proper' 3D games in the lounge? Are we still stuck in an annoying catch-22 standoff where publishers won't invest extra cash and developers won't have the extra mile until a proven market (and all significant return on investment) is in place? A short history of 3D gaming Consoles and numerous attempts to bring handheld and PC games to three dimensions over the past 20 years. Most have been quickly
(and rightly) dismissed by consumers as little more than cheap headache-inducing gimmicks. We didn't worry too much about Nintendo's virtual boys or things like that, says Dale H Maunu, an analyst at 3D and display technology research firm Insight Media.Virtual Boy: 3D games that failed to ignite the 3D gaming revolution in the 90s are really more recent, in terms of the ability to do stereoscopic 3D (S-3D) games. The launch of
DirectX 8 began the era of standardized 3D APIs for MS Windows, which resulted in game developers and publishers creating more 3D assets in their games. The move to DirectX 9 has provided more tools for game developers and is a minimum requirement for S-3D games. Many titles that can be played in S-3D have been developed for DirectX 9. The game, which dates back to 2008, has already been able to play DirectX 9
games on S-3D with 3D monitors and systems such as IZ3D and Dlman. Maunu said that although the system used drivers for DDD, iZ3D was self-developed, and the system worked pretty well, but because there were no standards or APIs for S-3D, drivers generally had to adjust by hand for each game. In addition, game developers were not directly involved in working with the game in S-3D, so there was still significant variability in
the S-3D experience between games. The introduction of Nvidia's 3D vision technology in early 2009, along with its own S-3D API, set some standards for game developers and game buyers. World Warcraft introduced support for 3D Vision in early 2009, and Nvidia was able to convince many developers to support S-3D. And some crack 3D optimized PC titles have all the way left 4 dead including the likes of 2 Dead 2, Resident Evil
5, Batman: Arkham Asylum and, most recently, Avatar's game spin-off from Ubisoft. Talking to TechRadar Patrick Nord, who said it was a great experience for our team working on 3D was a great experience for our team... If we can go out there and be one of the first on new technologies like this, you get a boost of creativity, and we had a lot of fun putting players right into the environment and action and come up with a great way to
use innovation to make the game. I personally am a bobta with a lot of potential in combining 3D and Natal. Avatar game producer says. Together, these two technologies will bring a more immersive experience to gameplay. S-3D Gaming AllianceNil Schneider is executive director of the S-3D Gaming Alliance (S3DGA), a non-profit and non-profit organization that is generally considered the official voice and standards authority for
stereoscopic 3D gaming. Schneider disagrees with analysts like Dale Maunu, who claims that S-3D gaming is a recent phenomenon of the game, and modern S-3D games on TechRadar have been around for a whopping 12 years! Schneider also noted that while Nvidia's own 3D marketing suggests 400 compatible video games, this is deeply dedicated to situations.... [And] when gamers try to set up screens or pop-ups, the signs of
outs are much more prevalent and this compatibility list is greatly reduced. Additional driver developers such as DDD and iZ3D can expect similar results. This is one of the reasons why S3DGA was founded. We want more than 400 game support and we want to be in the industry as a wide. Schneider also added that he thinks it would be inappropriate to provide all credit Nvidia to develop S-3D standards. The S3DGA Director says
this is untrue and misinformation. That effort is 100% exclusive and not standard-based. Their drivers don't work with numerous competing shutter glasses out there and Nvidia's first effort to deliver accurate left and right image views on display was done with avatars: games, and this was handled through a private arrangement. Nvidia's left and right technologies were just one of many actionable implementations included in the game,
he said, with equal basic support for Ubisoft's Avatar: The Game of iZ3D, a new format in RealD, Sensio's codec, interlacing, and more. Even with in-game interface capabilities, 99% of Nvidia GeForce 3D vision optimization is based on profiles liked by all other driver developers. It is false to think otherwise. Avatar: The game is the first and only true API-based game in Nvidia. Though this should grow soon. This does not undermine
the quality that Nvidia is bringing out as a GeForce 3D vision solution. I think it's false to credit them with competitive innovations that don't yet exist. Several S-3D game standards in S3DGA include: Neil Trevett, president of Kronos Group (OpenGL) and vice president of mobile content at Nvidia, Habib Zargarpur, senior art director for electronic arts, and Jon Peddie of John Peddie Research, all serve on the S3DGA's advisory board.
If there is one lesson from CES 2010, Nvidia is one of the few viable players in the market. Additional players include Hyundai, Goodman, LG, Acer and XpanD. AMD and beet cauldrons are also just around the corner. Low barrier to entry, all creative industries, it is a unique location game development that can instantly do the most interesting stuff with new 3D display and glasses technology. After all, game makers have been playing
in 3D for years, but to date, you only have to limit the fact that you can watch games on a flat 2D monitor or TV. With every section of the industry preparing for a rally behind 3D TVs, it seems certain that game developers will start to get in sight. Peter Walsh, senior programmer at The Cohot Studios, agrees. Game developers are specially poised to develop content that can take advantage of 3D TVs. Filmmakers, sports
broadcasters, animation studios and everyone else involved in TV need significant investment to replace infrastructure such as cameras, editing equipment, etc. to process 3D data. Game developers, on the other hand, already have all the information readily available. In fact, we spend a lot of time trying to make sure that the 3D world is well displayed on a 2D screen. We already have depth information available to make the game
work with 3D TVs - we need a means to pass that data to a new TV. So, you want to play the game and kill a few minutes or hours. But you don't want to spend any money, or install steam (resources can be a bit of a pig). Play something in your browser or catch one of the many fun and free indie games available on the web. If the latter sounds more attractive, Game Downloader is a free and lightweight app that will help you find and
legally download fun and free games. The game downloader lists a lot of information about each game and includes a direct link to YouTube for watching game-related videos. You can get a game downloader with an installer or a portable application that requires installation. A UAC prompt appears asking for administrator privileges before running both the installer and the portable application. When you run the game downloader, one
compact window with a black background opens. In addition to the odd selection of colors, other controls are standard - just like any other Windows utility. There is a search box, but it only works if you know the exact name. For example, if you search for hedges, the results will not be generated even though Hedge Wars is one of the listed games: the game you're after. There are category dropdowns that allow you to narrow down
your choices to types of games after like turn-based games, racing games, puzzles, and even music-based games like Fret on Fire. You can browse the list of games by selecting a category. The game downloader lists the version and file size of each game, and includes small screenshots and text descriptions of the game. There is also an icon that shows whether the game supports single-player mode, multiplayer mode, or online
play, and whether a user account is required. Choosing a good one is not easy because the game downloader provides dry technical information for each game. Where the YouTube button comes in useful: Click to load YouTube into a search query for the game name in your default browser. More often, you will find in-game videos, tutorials and demos that show what you can expect when you download it. Finally, there is a download
game button that catches the game archive or installer. Unlike Steam, game downloaders don't try to be libraries. It downloads the game for you, but you step directly into the installer (if the game has one). Game Downloader doesn't come with many bells and whistles, but it's an effective catalog of free Windows games. I just wish I had a user review like the one on the iOS app store or Google Play--Erez Zuckerman notes: If you click
on a link in our article and then buy something, we can get a small commission. For more information, see the Affiliate Link Policy. Instantly download dozens of free games for Windows with Game Downloader. The game is smartly categorized and a rich selection of compact and portable game installations do not require manual altitude user reviews
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